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153 - Robiñera
La Robiñera is a peak of just above 3,000 meters which a relatively easy access that can
perfectly be done as a round trip on the same day. Thanks to its altitude and strategic location,
it gives spectacular views over the Pyrenean high peaks around us.
From the parking space of the Fuente Petramula (1) we continue on the dirt road for about
80 meters. We enter the trail on the left (2), ignoring the signs of the GR. We see a signpost
towards the Glaciar de la Munia.
After about 10-15 minutes we cross the Barranco del Clot (3).
We follow the trail, signposted with milestones. More than an hour later we cross the
Barranco del Clot again (4).
About 15 minutes later we start to ascend up a dark gorge (5).
The final stretch goes through a terrain of stones, which are not that loose. We pass some
peaks of lower altitude, until we reach the Robiñera (6).
The way back is via the same route.

Fact Sheet
Duration: 6:00 hrs.
Distance: 8.6 km.
Route type: Round trip
Path type: Mountain trails
Marking: Milestones
Total difference in altitude: 1,191 m.
Highest point: 3,003 m.
Difficulty: Hard (8/15)

How to get there?
To get to the hike, we have to take the road A138. Nothbound we pass through Bielsa and
then Parzán. In Parzán, just after a gas station
and a supermarket, we see a sign for Chisagüés.
Turn left on this narrow road. We pass through
the village and continue on a dirt road, the
Camino a las Minad de Liena. We follow this
road for about 6.5 kilometres, until we reach
the Fuente Petramula (just before a steep
curve), where we park the car.

GPS Coordinates:
Latitude: N 42 40.964
Longitude: E 0 07.786
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